
 

 

Career Technical Education (CTE-1) Bundle Courses 

Course Grade Levels: Middle & Secondary, Secondary  

 

Accounting A/B 
Course Grade Level:  Secondary 

The Bureau of Labor Statistics identifies accounting as one of the best careers for job growth in the next decade. 
This course empowers high school students with the essential skills they need to understand accounting basics. 
Lessons include Account Types (assets, liabilities, expenses, etc.), Fundamentals of Bookkeeping, Financial 
Statements, and Careers in Accounting. Engaging and relevant, this course particularly helps both those students 
with an accounting career orientation, and those in need of an overview of essential accounting principles. 
 

Career Exploration  
Course Grade Level:  Middle and Secondary 

The 21 lessons and additional activities in this one-semester course are fundamental to ensuring career readiness 
on the part of your students. Covering such essentials as developing and practicing a strong work ethic, time 
management, communication, teamwork, and the fundamentals of workplace organizations, Career Explorations 
develops not just essential skills, but the confidence in themselves and their abilities to present themselves that 
your students need as they prepare to embark on their chosen careers. 
 

Computer Programming 1 A/B 
Course Grade Level: Secondary 

Part of the Courseware Career and Technical Education (CTE) Library, Computer Programming combines engaging 
online and offline activities in a rigorous one-semester course for your high school students who may be aspiring to 
technical careers.  Building on lessons covering the software development lifecycle and software development 
methodologies, the course uses online discussions, activities, and lessons to lead your students through additional 
key topics such as quality control, system implementation, and maintenance and the increasingly important issue 
of system security.  
 

Game Development  
Course Grade Level: Secondary 

Are any of your students gamers? That's what we thought. In this course, they'll learn the ins and outs of game 
development to prepare them for a career in the field. Whether it is the history of video games, character 
development, mobile game design, user interface design, social gaming, or the principles of development design 
and methodologies, this 20-lesson course covers it all. As you might guess, games are included in the course to 
enhance the learning experience and help assess student progress. While fun and highly engaging, the course 
focuses on laying a strong foundation for a career in game development. 
 



Graphic Design and Illustration A/B 
Course Grade Level: Secondary 
This course will help students develop an understanding of the industry with a focus on topics such as history of 
graphic design, types of digital images, graphic design tools, storing and manipulating images, design elements and 
principles, copyright laws, and printing images. The course is based on Career Technical Education (CTE) standards 
designed to help students develop technical knowledge and skills needed for success in the graphic design 
industry. 
 

Introduction to Cybersecurity 
Course Grade Level: Secondary 
This Elective course introduces students to the field of cybersecurity, focusing primarily on personal computer use 

and vulnerabilities while also highlighting the wider scope of cybersecurity from a societal and career perspective. 

Specific topics include computer security, VPN and wireless security, risk management, and laws, standards, and 

ethics related to cybersecurity. 

 

Introduction to Finance  
Course Grade Level: Secondary 
This course is designed to enable students at high school level to develop financial skills that they can use during in 
their careers in business organizations. Financial literacy is an increasingly essential capability as students prepare 
for the workforce, and this 18-lesson course provides the information they need to determine if a career in finance 
is right for them. The course uses games and online discussions to effectively facilitate learning, while introducing 
your learners to a variety of topics, including investment strategies, money management, asset valuation, and 
personal finance. The course is based on Career Technical Education (CTE) standards designed to help students 
develop technical knowledge and skills needed for success in the finance industry. 
 
Marketing, Advertising, & Sales  
Course Grade Level: Secondary 

Issues in marketing, advertising, and sales promotion are evolving rapidly in an increasingly digital environment. 
This course effectively helps your students prepare for a career in that environment through a comprehensive look 
at essential marketing principles, interactive tools and channels, and the growing impact of data in marketing and 
advertising. Simple to manage and easy to customize, the course provides an overview of all of the fundamental 
topics necessary to effectively put your students on a career path that unleashes their creativity and develops and 
leverages their critical thinking skills.  

 
Principles of Architecture and Construction A/B 
Course Grade Level: Middle and Secondary 
This interactive course empowers students with the knowledge to appreciate and evaluate career opportunities in 
architecture and construction. With an emphasis on developing critical thinking skills, this one-semester course 
includes a variety of activities as students learn about structures and loads, materials and costs, urban design, and 
other aspects of these fascinating career opportunities. This easy-to-manage course will help build a solid 
foundation for their career options. 
 

 
 



Principles of Arts, Audio/Video Technology, & Communications A/B 
Course Grade Level: Middle and Secondary 
This course appeals to your students' familiarity with a variety of sensory inputs and stimulus. With an emphasis on 
visual arts, the 14 lessons introduce learners to careers in design, photography, performing arts, fashion, and 
journalism, among others. This engaging course covers inherently engaging topics that will stimulate your students 
as they consider careers in which the arts, technology, and communications intersect. 
 

Principles of Business, Marketing, & Finance A/B 
Course Grade Level: Middle and Secondary 
This course has a broad application for almost every career path that your students might choose. This course 
supplies both essential career skills and life skills. Designed for early high school students, the course offers you the 
flexibility to customize it to the unique needs of your program and your students. Interactive games and other 
engaging online and offline activities make practical real-life application of essential business principles 
understandable useful in the daily lives of your students and in the careers that they choose. 
 

Principles of Engineering and Technology A/B 
Course Grade Level: Middle and Secondary 
This easy-to-manage course provides students with essential STEM knowledge and an effective overview of STEM 
careers. The course's 15 lessons are interspersed with activities and online discussions that engage learners and 
promote understanding and achievement. Topics covered include biotechnology, mechanics, and fluid and thermal 
systems. The concluding lesson provides a valuable overview of the overall engineering design process. 
 

Principles of Health Science A/B 
Course Grade Level: Middle and Secondary 
With an engaging and interactive instructional approach, this rigorous course provides your students with a 
comprehensive overview of health science topics and careers. Health science professionals are in increasing 
demand and of increasing interest, and this semester-long course is an effective way to introduce students to the 
wide array of health science careers. Beginning with medical terminology, the course includes an overview of 
physiology and human homeostasis and more. 
 

Principles of Hospitality & Tourism A/B 
Course Grade Level: Secondary 
The hospitality and tourism industry offers a dynamic career path that will pique the interest of many of your 

students. This course emphasizes learning the practical aspects of the industry and the development of critical-

thinking skills that lead to real-world solutions. This 14-lesson course will introduce your students to an exciting 

industry and will help them evaluate and prepare for a career in this growing and exciting industry. 

 

Principles of Information Technology A/B 
Course Grade Level: Middle and Secondary 
Building on the fundamentals learned in Information Technology 1A, this course takes the next steps in preparing 
learners for a career in information technology. Covering software, hardware, and implementation topics, the 
course also addresses the security and ethical issues that your students will face in an IT career. Combining lessons, 
online and offline activities, and interactive discussions, the course will provide a practical yet cutting edge look at 
the issues faced by leading IT professionals today and in the future. 
 



Principles of Law, Public Safety, Corrections, and Security A/B 
Course Grade Level: Middle and Secondary 
For many reasons, high school students are drawn to learning about the careers addressed in this course. This 
course includes 15 lessons that help students learn about careers that make a powerful impact in all of our lives. 
From criminal law to every phase of the trial process, the course moves on to include lessons on the correctional 
system and the implications of legal ethics and the constitution. 

 
Professional Communications 
Course Grade Level: Secondary 
This course is designed to enable all students at the high school level to develop communication skills they will 
need to be successful in a profession. Students learn about the key aspects of the communication process. They 
learn to apply communication protocol and appropriate language skills in professional and social communication. 
Students also explore effective strategies to address diversity in communication. Finally, students familiarize 
themselves with reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills. This course covers topics such as commination in 
business organizations and technology for communication. The course is based on Career Technical Education 
(CTE) standards designed to help students prepare for communication in a wide range of professions. 
 

Web Technologies A/B 
Course Grade Level: Middle and Secondary 
Whether they know it or not, almost all of your students have an interest in web design. This course takes them 
inside the essentials of web design and helps them discover what makes a site truly engaging and interactive. 
Lessons such as Elements of Design, Effects of Color, and Typography help them understand the elements of 
effective and dynamic web design. The course covers the basics of HTML, CSS, and how to organize content, and 
helps to prepare them for a career in web design. 


